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Abstract—Tuning the colour thresholds within robot soccer is laborious, and sensitive to changes in illumination. An algorithm for automatic gain control and white balancing within the camera is described. This significantly reduces the effects of the variations in lighting on the thresholds. Next, a new colour space is proposed which maximises the hue separation of the different coloured regions to improve the colour discrimination. Finally, several automatic segmentation techniques are briefly discussed. All of the algorithms are designed to operate on data directly streamed from the camera, enabling a low latency FPGA implementation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Robot soccer has often been used as a test-bed for research into robotics, robot vision, and multi-agent collaboration. It has also been used as a teaching platform for a wide range of mechatronics, electronics, and computer systems engineering courses. Recently, we have been developing a field programmable gate array (FPGA) based smart camera for the vision processing for robot soccer [1, 2].

Within the small robot leagues for robot soccer, a global vision system is usually used to track the robots and the ball. Each team mounts a camera over the playing area, with the field of view covering the complete playing field. Individual robots are identified by coloured patches on the top surface of the robots (visible to the global camera, see Figure 1). While there are many different coding schemes used by different teams, in principle the identity, position and orientation of each robot is determined from the patch configuration encoded within the coloured patches.

Usually software based image processing is used to locate the robots and ball; this data is then passed onto a strategy processor which determines the desired behaviour, and sends commands to the individual robots. Rather than performing the image processing on a conventional computer, a smart camera performs all of the processing within the camera itself [3]. Their portability makes smart cameras attractive for robot soccer [4].

Most smart cameras store the captured images inside frame buffers within the camera before beginning processing. One of the advantages of using smart cameras is that only the data extracted from the images needs to be transferred to the strategy processor and not the entire image, greatly reducing the communication overhead.

Figure 1. View of robots as seen from the global camera.

In many applications using an FPGA based smart camera allows the pixel stream to be processed directly from the image sensor without the need for a frame buffer. Direct interface between the FPGA and the sensor can significantly increase both the spatial and temporal resolution, and reduce the latency [1], all of which lead to improved control of the robots. However, stream processing imposes strict timing constraints (one pixel per clock cycle) and requires all processing to be performed on the pixels in raster scan order. These place significant constraints or limitations on the algorithms used within the processing.

One common problem encountered within robot soccer is segmenting and identifying each individual coloured patch. While to the human eye, the colours appear distinct with good separation, changes in the light, in particular changes in light intensity, colour temperature and variations in illumination across the playing area often play havoc for machine vision. This is especially so with the commonly used fixed global thresholding for segmenting the colours. Manual setup of thresholds is tedious and time consuming, and must be repeated every time the lighting environment changes. This problem is sometimes called colour constancy – estimating the true colour in the presence of variations in illumination [5, 6]. For this reason there has been much research into colour calibration.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews prior work towards automatic colour calibration methods within the context of robot soccer. Section 3 describes our implementation of automatic gain control and automatic white balancing within an FPGA based smart camera. This is followed in section 4 by a brief comparison of the approaches used to make the segmentation adaptive.

II. PRIOR WORK

There have been several approaches to the colour constancy problem. These fall into three broad categories: selection of a colour space which is relatively invariant to illumination; removing the effects of illumination through colour correction giving the reflectance of targets in the scene; and using adaptive approaches to colour segmentation.

A. Colour Space Selection

For computational simplicity, predefined or precalculated thresholds are commonly used. A cuboid in the chosen colour space reduces the logic to fixed thresholds on each of the colour axes.

The RGB colour space is a very common output used by many image sensors. However, one problem with the RGB colour space is that variations in light intensity will have a strong effect on all three components. Therefore, the RGB space is not robust for colour segmentation in the presence of lighting variation.

A significant improvement results from separating the luminance from the chrominance. Many cameras provide YCbCr output (because of its dominance in television) so this is another commonly used colour space. Although the Cb and Cr components still scale within intensity, this has a significantly smaller effect than the RGB components because these are colour differences.

For an RGB camera, the matrix multiplication for conversion to YCbCr, while not complex, is time consuming when implemented on every pixel. To avoid transforming every pixel, a common alternative is to back-map the segmentation to RGB space [7, 8], resulting in a large lookup table. While this lookup table is expensive to calculate, it only needs to be done once, and results in a relatively quick segmentation.

With the distinct colours within robot soccer, the Y component provides little discrimination, so simple colour difference signals (R-G, R-B and B-G) can be used [9]. Variations on YCbCr which use power of 2 coefficients enable the computation to be performed more efficiently [7].

Another commonly used colour space is HSL or similar hue based colour space [10, 11]. These spaces eliminate the scaling of the chrominance components (hue and saturation) with intensity. Again because of the computational complexity, fixed thresholds in HSL space can also be back-mapped to RGB to enable segmentation by simple lookup. Hue related colour spaces are sensitive to white balance, with any imbalance resulting in hue errors, especially for low saturation colours. This requires white balancing before hue segmentation [12].

The two biggest problems with fixed thresholds are the variation in illumination across the playing field, and the time-consuming process of re-tuning the thresholds when the conditions change. One approach to the variation across the field is to divide the field into a grid, and have separate thresholds for each cell within the grid [13]. However these still require calibration and adjustment for temporal variation in lighting.

B. Colour Correction

The sensed RGB values depend not only on the reflectance, but also the spectral sensitivity of the receiver and the spectral composition of the illumination source. Colour constancy involves transforming the received RGB values to remove the effects of varying illumination. This 3×3 transform requires knowing the characteristics of the illumination, although this can be approximated simply by scaling each of the red, green and blue components [5]. The resultant scaling is sometimes called white balancing, and may be performed either in software, or within the camera itself.

Several authors attempt to optimise the camera parameters (gain, exposure, gamma, and colour channel gains). This is easiest if a white or grey reference patch is present within the image [5]. However, other metrics can be used to assess the image quality [14], and these have been optimised using linear (proportional and integral) control [14] or fuzzy control [15]. Many techniques assume a neutral background. If not, other techniques can be used for identifying the dominant background colour to enable its removal as a preprocessing operation [16].

In software, more complex methods can be used to achieve colour constancy. For example, [8] uses a centre-surround retinex algorithm to reduce the variation of the illumination. This is effectively using the local context to provide the normalisation for each colour, mimicking aspects of the human visual system.

C. Adaptive Approaches

The third approach is to perform adaptive segmentation. Techniques in this category adjust the colour segmentation thresholds based on what was seen in recent images. These effectively track any slowly varying changes in the illumination (either globally, or as the robot moves from one part of the field to another where illumination may differ). [17] treats each colour class as a sphere in colour space, and adaptively adjusts the centre and radius of the sphere. In a similar manner, [18] models each class as a 3D Gaussian. Bayesian statistics have been used by the authors in [10], and a mixture of Gaussians model has been used by the authors in [11] to update the colour model for each class.

Where there are one or two dominant colour classes that can be detected unambiguously, these can be used as a reference for mapping the remaining detected colours to known classes [19].
III. GAIN CONTROL AND WHITE BALANCING

In our experiments on an FPGA, we want to operate on streamed images to limit the resources used by our design. To retain the latency advantage of streaming from an FPGA we want to process each pixel only once as it is streamed from the camera. Any pre-processing that can be accomplished by adjusting the camera reduces the resources required, and the delay associated with processing in the FPGA. Therefore, the exposure and gain can be adjusted directly on the camera to maximise the dynamic range of the streamed images.

A. Gain Control

With our implementation of robot soccer, we have increased the frame rate to about 120 frames per second. At this rate, the exposure has been maximised, and any further increase in dynamic range requires adjusting the gain within the camera.

The available dynamic range is maximised when the brightest pixels are just saturating in the image. When highlights are not saturated, it is trivial to calculate the gain directly

$$G_{n+1} = G_n \frac{2^k - 1}{P_{\text{max}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $k$ is the number of bits per pixel, $P_{\text{max}}$ is the maximum pixel value in the image, and $G_n$ and $G_{n+1}$ are the gains for frames $n$ and $n+1$.

Unfortunately, when the image is saturated, the true value of $P_{\text{max}}$ is lost, and the gain must be decreased. Therefore, rather than calculate the gain directly, the value programmed into the camera gain register is incremented or decremented with each frame. Hysteresis is provided between the adjustments to prevent flickering from unnecessarily adjusting the gain with each frame. It also allows small fluctuations (for example the mains beat frequency of the lights) without making unnecessary adjustment.

For 8-bit pixel data, the thresholds have been set at 224 and 252. If fewer than 64 pixels are greater than 224, then the image is under-exposed, and the camera gain is increased. If 64 or more pixels are greater than 252, then the image is over-exposed, and is likely to have too many saturated pixels, and the camera gain is reduced. Requiring a count of 64 allows a few saturated pixels while still maximising the dynamic range. The result of applying this can be seen in Figure 2 (centre).

B. White Balancing

The colour segmentation algorithm uses adaptive hue thresholds in a modified HSV colour space. The hue of colours with low saturation is particularly sensitive to small differences in the balance between the red, green and blue components of the light. To be effective, use of an HSV colour space requires colour balancing.

A simple white balance can be accomplished by adjusting the individual red, green and blue gains within the camera after first setting the global gain. Obviously, when operating directly on streamed data, we cannot adjust the camera gains for the data we have just received. Therefore, it is necessary to assume that the conditions are slowly varying relative to the frame rate of the camera, and use data derived from the current frame to adjust the gains for the following frame.

Since the image is dominated by the dark grey background of the playing area, we propose to use a “grey world assumption” [20], which assumes that the average pixel value over the whole image is a neutral grey. The perturbations caused by the colour patches is negligible because of their small size and on average, the patches also average out to approximately grey.

Conceptually, we measure the average pixel value in each of the red, green, and blue channels. The gains of the red and blue channels are adjusted to make the average for those channels the same as that of the green channel:

$$G_{\text{red}} = \frac{\sum \text{Green}}{\frac{1}{2} \sum \text{Red}} \quad G_{\text{blue}} = \frac{\sum \text{Green}}{\frac{1}{2} \sum \text{Blue}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Since the camera gain has discrete steps, the red and blue gains are again adjusted incrementally. Rather than perform the division, we make the observation that when balanced (for the red channel)

$$\sum \text{Red} \approx \sum \text{Green}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

This enables us to analyse the raw Bayer image directly as it is streamed from the camera. The Bayer pattern has alternating red and green pixels on every second line, and
alternating blue and green pixels on the other lines. On the red lines, we accumulate
\[ S_{R-G} = \sum Red - Green \] (4)
and similarly for the blue lines:
\[ S_{B-G} = \sum Blue - Green \] (5)

At the end of the frame, if \( S_{R-G} \) or \( S_{B-G} \) is greater than a threshold, it indicates that there is too much red or blue respectively, and the corresponding gain is reduced one step for the next frame. Conversely if \( S_{R-G} \) or \( S_{B-G} \) is smaller than a negative threshold, there is insufficient red or blue, and the corresponding gain is increased by one step for the following frame. This usually converges to a white balanced image within a few frames, and is able to track changes in lighting.

The effectiveness of the white balancing algorithm can be clearly seen in figure 2 (right).

IV. COLOUR SEGMENTATION

A. Colour Space Mapping

To further reduce the effects of illumination variation (for example a non-uniformity of intensity across the playing area), the RGB values are converted to a YUV-like colour space.

True YUV (or YCbCr) is not required, because the resulting images are not intended for television viewing. Therefore a power of 2 variation is used to reduce the computation required [21]
\[
\begin{bmatrix}
Y \\
U \\
V \\
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{1}{4} & \frac{1}{4} & \frac{1}{4} \\
\frac{1}{4} & -\frac{1}{4} & \frac{1}{4} \\
\frac{1}{4} & 0 & -\frac{1}{4} \\
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
R \\
G \\
B \\
\end{bmatrix}
\] (6)

From the YUV1 space, the U and V components are converted from rectangular to polar coordinates to give hue, \( H \), and colour strength, \( S \):
\[ H = \arctan \frac{V}{U} \] (7)
\[ S = \sqrt{U^2 + V^2} \] (8)

Note that the hue here is not the same as the hue from the standard HSL colour space – the angle may be rotated and distorted depending on the weights used. Colour strength is related to saturation, although the normalisation by dividing it by the lightness is not necessary here because the gain control within the camera effectively performs a form of intensity normalisation.

The effect of applying this mapping on the colours in our robot soccer system is shown in Figure 3. The circular region in the centre corresponds to the bulk of the grey background that can be eliminated from consideration.

The main problem is that the angles are very close around the orange colour associated with the ball. This makes discrimination of the ball challenging, making the thresholds quite sensitive. To improve the discrimination here, it is necessary to separate the range between the pink and the yellow. This leads to the following weights:

![Figure 3. Mapping of colours in YUV1 colour space.](image)

![Figure 4. Mapping of colours in YUV2 colour space.](image)

![Figure 5. Mapping of colours in YUV3 colour space.](image)

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
Y \\
U \\
V \\
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{1}{4} & \frac{1}{4} & \frac{1}{4} \\
\frac{1}{4} & -\frac{1}{4} & \frac{1}{4} \\
\frac{1}{4} & 0 & -\frac{1}{4} \\
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
R \\
G \\
B \\
\end{bmatrix}
\] (9)

As seen in Figure 4, this gives some improvement, especially between the yellow and orange. By observing that the orange and pink have opposite values for V, the angle between them can be increased by scaling the U component relative to the V:
\[
\begin{bmatrix}
Y \\
U \\
V \\
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{1}{4} & \frac{1}{4} & \frac{1}{4} \\
\frac{1}{4} & -\frac{1}{4} & \frac{1}{4} \\
\frac{1}{4} & 0 & -\frac{1}{4} \\
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
R \\
G \\
B \\
\end{bmatrix}
\] (10)

The result of this is shown in Figure 5. This shows a significant improvement in the separation, particularly in the pink to yellow range.
On an FPGA, the required calculation of $U$ and $V$ have each been reduced to a single subtraction. A CORDIC operation is able to convert from $U$ and $V$ components to give hue and colour strength within a single clock cycle. A simple fixed threshold of the colour strength is able to remove much of the background, as can be seen in Figure 6. Apart from the coloured regions, all that remains are the lines of the field, and some edges. These are the result of colour artefacts from the Bayer filter and using simple bilinear interpolation used for demosaicing.

![Figure 6. Image after masking out regions of low colour strength (within the dashed circle in Figure 5).](image)

B. Threshold Selection

The final step in segmentation is to select the thresholds which define each colour class. We are currently investigating a number of methods for automating this process. They are described here in order of increasing complexity.

1) Fixed thresholds

Since colour balancing removes much of the effects of changing illumination, it may be possible to fix the thresholds. Although scaling each of the RGB primaries is reasonably effective in removing most of the effects of varying light colour, it is not able to provide complete colour constancy. The effectiveness of this approach requires examining the hue shifts over a wide range of illumination conditions to determine the viability of fixed thresholds.

The problem still remains, however, of initially setting the threshold levels. This must either be done manually, or by using one of the other methods during the setup phase.

2) Adaptive thresholds

Starting with an initial set of thresholds, the mean hue is calculated of each colour class detected. These mean hues are then used to determine adjusted thresholds for the following frame.

Two approaches for setting the thresholds are:

- Midway between the currently detected hue angles;
- A fixed angle on either side of the detected hue angles

This approach still requires an initial set of target colours, although these could be set at the angles determined in the previous section. As long as the starting point is reasonably close, and the lighting conditions do not change rapidly (both of which are reasonable assumptions for robot soccer), this approach should be able to lock onto and track the different colour classes.

3) Dynamic thresholding

This extends the previous approach, only rather than adjusting the thresholds from the previous frame, this determines appropriate thresholds directly for each frame.

Within a hue based colour space, one approach would be to obtain a hue histogram, and identify the peaks within this corresponding to the different colours within the image. The thresholds are then placed in the valleys between the peaks. Such a histogram based approach cannot be applied directly to streamed images because it would require saving the image within a frame buffer while accumulating the histogram used to segment the image. The streamed alternative assumes that the change from one frame to the next is relatively slow, so the valleys between peaks in the previous frame would be good thresholds for the current frame.

![Figure 7. Histogram of detected pixels.](image)

There are two complicating factors with this approach, as can be seen in Figure 7. The first is the presence of two strong noise peaks, next to the blue, and yellow classes. These result from the Bayer interpolation artefacts, and correspond to the detected lines (as shown in Figure 6), and Bayer interpolation artefacts around the edges of the yellow region. Most of the line artefacts can be eliminated using appropriate morphological filtering, although those around the edge of the yellow region are harder to eliminate.

The second problem is that the peak associated with the orange ball is quite small (reflecting the small size of the ball relative to the area of the other colour regions). As a result, this peak could easily be missed, and requires specifically searching for this.

4) Region growing

Rather than directly threshold the image, cluster adjacent pixels which have similar hue angles. Adjacent pixels with sufficiently different hue will be assigned to different regions [22]. This can be integrated within the connected components.
analysis stage, operating directly on the hue without performing the colour classification first. This approach finds blobs of similar colour first, and identifies the actual colour of the blobs afterwards.

This approach requires edge enhancement first, to prevent the blurring between adjacent coloured regions from having a path of connected pixels that are all within the hue difference threshold.

V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Much of the variation in lighting can be removed from captured images by implementing gain control and white balancing directly within the camera. White balancing is particularly important when using a hue based colour space, because small variations in the light colour can have significant variations on the hue angle, especially for weakly saturated colours. Pragmatic incremental algorithms for achieving gain control and white balancing have been described and implemented on an FPGA. The result of these is a more consistent range of images, significantly simplifying the colour segmentation problem.

The next stage is to transform the images into a colour space which maximises the discrimination between the different colours. Using a hue based colour space reduces the colour classification to a single dimension, requiring only simple thresholding to detect each colour. To change the separation between colours, hue was redefined as a polar coordinate representation of the chrominance components. Therefore, by changing the definition of the chrominance components, improved hue discrimination was obtained.

The final stage in automating the segmentation process is to automatically determine the threshold levels. Several methods have been proposed, which are the subject of future investigation.
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